
As a result, 

(A. 24) 

which transforms into (3.19) at p=t. 

°The velocity Co is a variable quantity: it depends on the den
sity p. The definition (2. 7), however, contains the constant 
quantity co(po), where Po is the mean density of Hell. With 
such a definition, small departures OPn from the equilibrium 
value of Pn are proportional to the small departure Os from 
the equilibrium value of the entropy density S, and oPn/ Pn 
= (4/3)0 sis. 

2)The deviation of the phonon spectrum from linear is taken 
into account only in the calculation of the transverse relaxa
tion operator for the phonons. 

3)In particular, the last term in (2.19) can differ from zero 
for this reason. In this case, we mean by TiJ a constant 
quantity (in contrast, for example, to the nonlinear term in 
Eq. (18.7), of Ref. 18, where TiJ denotes the complete vis
cous stress tensor). 

4)To make estimates of such a type more precise, we must 
keep it in mind that the characteristic value e T of the quantity 
e(k), which determines the rate of transverse relaxation in 
the system of phonons, must, as noted in Ref. 12, be of the 
order of HAT/nc), where A is a number of the order of 10. 

S)If this condition is violated, then the constant part vn can be 
of the order of c, which violates the limits of applicability of 
the initial equations (2.17)-(2.19) themselves. 
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The effect of a strong ac field on the dynamical nuclear 
resonance frequency shift in magnetically ordered crystals 
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We use the example of strong stationary NMR saturation in magnetically ordered crystals to show that 
due to the change in the interaction between spins the magnitude of the dynamical frequency shift (DFS) 
depends not only on the average value of the z-component of the nuclear spin, but also on the relation 
between the detuning and the amplitude of the strong ac field. We show also that for an appropriate choice 
of the parameters of that field there may be no DFS. 

PACS numbers: 76.60.-k 

It is well known[1,2) that the hyperfine interaction be
tween nuclear and electron spins in magnetically ordered 
materials leads to the occurrence of a strong indirect 
interaction between the nuclear spins (Suhl-Nakamura 
interaction [3)). This interaction determines the first 
and second moments of the NMR line. We have 1If1 

»..jM2 even at high temperatures (fiw/kT« 1). [4) The 
first moment of the line or, alternatively, the dynami
cal frequency shift (DFS) depends linearly on the aver-
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age value of the z-component of the nuclear spin (in 
temperature terms: on the reciprocal temperature of 
the nuclear spin system). This fact leads to a change 
in the resonance frequency for NMR saturation. 

So far[5,6) the effect of a strong ac field on the mag
nitude of the DFS has been considered solely in terms of 
the change in the z-component of the magnetization. 
However, if the ac field is sufficiently large, it changes 
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appreciably also the magnitude of the interaction itself 
which determines the first line moment. For instance, [7] 

if we have the "magic angle" situation, the interaction 
vanishes in first approximation, i. e., we may expect 
that for an appropriate choice of the ac field param-
eters the magnitude of the DFS is changed considerably. 

We show this in the present paper, using as an ex
ample strong stationary saturation. 

FollowingC81, we consider a nuclear spin system on 
which are acting two rotating magnetic fields: one a satu
rating one with amplitude H 11> and frequency W p and the 
other a detecting one with amplitude H11l and frequency 
Wil' We write the Hamiltonian of the system considered 
in the form 

~=d(jI+~S>'+~/V+~Id' 

~r=ooII', 

~/V"='/2oo,p, .{I+ exp (-ioo., dt) +1- exp (too., .t)}, 

where ~ I and WI are the Zeeman energy and frequency 
of the nuclear spins, ["",ll the nuclear spin operator, 
~SN the Suhl-Nakamura interaction Hamiltonian, and 
~IM the Hamiltonians for the interaction of the spin 
system with the ac fields. 

Considering :!PIll to be a small perturbation we can ob
tain an expression for the power absorbed from the ac 
field of frequency wll: 

here 

-
)("='/.1r' Re S Sp{p[I-('[),J+]}exp[i(ood-(~.hjdT, 

, 
J-('t)=cxp (i~'T)J-exp (-iJ'6'T), 

~'= (00/-00.) I'+oo,pI'+~ SN, 

p=exp (-~/~')/Spl, 

:J(/" is the Hamiltonian of the system in the system of 
coordinates (RSC) which rotates around the z -axis with 
frequency wI» f31 is the reciprocal spin temperature of 
the nuclei in the RSC, and 'Y I the gyromagnetic ratio. 

Using the canonical transformation 

U =exp (iaI') , ' 
sin a-oo,./oo" cos a=( oo/-CIlp) /00" 

00.'=( CIl,-CIl.) '+00,.' 

we can express X" in the following form: 

-)("='1,1,' Re S {A..'(a) 1-+ (T)+A_' (a)I+-( 't') }exp[i(ood-oop) 'I'jd'l', 
• 

(1) 

I .... (T)-Sp {p{T'" (1:) , ["n, p=UpU-I, (2) 
T"'('I') =exp(iJih)P exp(-iai1:), a=CIl,T'+A.(a)asN, 

Ma) ='f,(3 cos' a-1), A",'(6) ='/,(cos a±1), 

where [""'. are the spin operators in the new system of 
coordinates. 

We retained here in jc that part of the Suhl-Nakamura 
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interaction which is secular in i c. This is necessary 
for a correct evaluation of the first line moment in 'the 
case when w1P is much larger than the DFS. The ap
pearance of the factor X(9) is connected with the change 
to the new system of coordinates in (1). [9] 

Writing down the equations of motion for the correla
tors [H(r) and using the decouplingtZ] 

([f+('t')T', T-l>=(T')([T+("C), T-]), 
(. ,,)=Sp{/!, .. }/Sp 1, 

we can obtain 

I .... ('1') ==F2~lCll.(l')' exp[±i(CIl.-~CIl.) '1'], 

~CIl'-":"~loo.(I')'A(a) LU,!, 
N , 

(l')'-Sp (I') '-'I oNI (1+1). 

Substituting (3) into (2) we easily get 

(3) 

X"-'I ,1t,{z'CIl.(I') l~l{A+' (a) 6 (CIl,-~OO.-oo.+CIl.) -"L' (a) 6( oo.-~oo. 
+m.-CIl.)}. 

The stationary value of fh in the case when wlP is 
much larger than the line width or the DFS is given by 
the formulae?] 

CIl,(oor-CIl,,) +CIl'P'T <LIT xL 

~,,,,,~, 'T (l'T' +1IT") , 
0)11' ::L I :~I. xl. 

where T. L is the relaxation time of the z-component of 
the nuclear spin, T;L and T;~ are the relaxation times 
of the x-component of the nuclear spin caused by the 
secular and the non-secular parts of the spin-lattice 
interaction in the RSC, and f:30 is the equilibrium tem
perature. 

The absorption has thus a resonance character and is 
observed at the two frequencies W = wp± (w. - ~W.); ~w. 

is the DFS when the spin system is saturated by the ac 
field. 

The magnitude and sign of the DFS depend on the fre
quencyand amplitude of the saturating field through f31 
and X(9) = (3 cos29 -1)/2. In the case when X(9) = 0, i. e., 
(wl - wp)2=tw~ the DFS will vanish. In that case there 
will not occur a detuning of the resonance in spin echo 
experiments. [5,8,10] 

We note also that when coal8 = t the DFS changes 
sign. For instance, if WI = wI» we have ~w. = - t{~w.)", 
where (~W.)O is the magnitude of the DFS when w1I> 

« lWI-w~l. 
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The interaction of light with the spin system during antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR) was studied in 
weakly-ferromagnetic COCO). The variation of the intensity of the light passing through the optical system, 
which consisted of a polarizer, the crystal, a compensator, and an analyzer, was measured during excitation 
of AFMR in the crystal. In order to amplify the weak optical signals, modulation of the microwave power 
was employed. It was found that under conditions of complete compensation of constant light, the 
alternating optical signal at resonance was absent. It appears only with discompensation of the transmitted 
light by means of the compensator. The shape and position of the optical signal coincide with the shape 
and position of the AFMR signal. The observed optical signal is produced by a change of magnetic 
birefringence in the crystal; this is due to a decrease, during resonance, of the mean value of the projection 
of the antiferromagnetic vector on its equilibrium direction. 

PACS numbers: 76.50.+g 

INTRODUCTION 

Observation of uniform magnetic resonance by an op
tical method in magnetically ordered media was first 
carried out by Dillon on the ferromagnetic crystal 
CrBr3• [1] This method was based on use of the large 
Faraday effect in the crystals under study and was as 
follows: on passage of the magnetic field through reso
nance, the optical system, consisting of the specimen 
placed between crossed polaroids, cleared because of 
the appearance of an alternating component of the mag
netic moment along the light beam. By mea.'lS of light 
it was also possible to observe the spectrum of mag
netostatic modes in the specimen. [1J Dillon and his co
workers showed theoretically and experimentally, by 
means of a Fabry-Perot interferometer, [2] that the 
observed optical signal in crossed polaroids occurs at 
the displaced frequency w + n, where w is the frequency 
of the iil.cident light and n is the frequency of the ferro
magnetic resonance. Thus in this case there emerges 
from the system, light modulated by the ferromagnetic
resonance frequency. Later, optical detection of fer
romagnetic resonance was carried out by many authors 
on ferrites (see, for example, [3]). But a direct proof 
of the fact that the observed optical signal in crossed 
polaroids occurs at the displaced frequency w + n is 
found only in the spectral experiments of Dillon. [2] 

We thought it would be interesting to see an optical 
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signal during excitation of magnetic resonance in anti
ferromagnetic crystals. We chose as our materials the 
well-studied weak ferromagnets CoCOs and MnC03• 

For optical detection of antiferromagnetic resoaance 
(AFMR) we made use of the presence of magnetic bire
fringence in these crystals. [4] 

The crystals CoC03 and MnCOs are rhombohedral; 
their crystalline symmetry is described by space 
group bg". The elementary cell of CoCOs and MnC03 

contains two magnetic ions. [3] At low temperatures 
these compounds change to an ordered antiferromag
netic state of the easy-plane type. The magnetic mo
ments of the sublattices are canted and form a spon
taneous ferromagnetic moment m, which lies in the 
basal plane (111) and is perpendicular to the antiferro
magnetic vector I. [6] The value of m is in MnC03 0.2% 

and in CoC03 about 5% of the nominal value of the sub
lattice magnetization. According to the data of 7], in 
CoCOs in the absence of an external magnetic field the 
vector 1 lies in a vertical plane of symmetry at a cer
tain angle (different from 90 0 ) to the third-order axis. 
In the basal plane the crystallographic anisotropy of 
these compounds is small, [6.8] and therefore in a mag
netic field H ( > 0.5 kOe), regardless of its direction, 
the vector m always sets itself along the field. 

The AFMR spectrum of the carbonates CoC03 and 
MnC03 has two branches, which differ Significantly with 
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